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ABSTRACT
Astrology is the art of predicting or determining the influence of

the planets and stars on human affairs. The origin of this word is from Greek
word astron, star + logos (discourse). Both Ayurvedu and Astrology have
established a way of life in India since time immemorial. Highly advanced
knowledge related to Astrology on medicine is preserved in Indian Holy
scriptures and transmitted from generation to generation. Although both
Astrology and medicine were developed as a part of religion in ancient India,
astrological principles related to prevention, health care and relief from
illness were applied as rituals (religious ceremonies). An astrologer gives
guidance for taking medicines at suitable time for the best remedy of ailments.
Even the medicinal herbs were collected and used at appropriate times for
their efficacy. Astrology and Ayurveds are inseparable in human life. Role of
the Astrology in healthy life and pathogenesis of the disease is well known to
Indians. When a physician knows etiology of the disease, he attempts to
treat the disease with specific medication, diet and life style and also avoiding
causative factors. In a case where a physician is unable to understand the
pathogenesis of the disease and to treat, the patient depends upon Astrology.
Account of good and bad deeds during this life and previous lives, their
consequences of health or ill health during this life which orderly, when, what
and how will be clearly known through Astrology. It gives guidelines about
welfare not only to human being but also to whole creation and also indicates
about calamities and their solutions as possible extent. Hence a concise
astrological evaluation related to prevention, health care, diagnosis and
treatment of diseases is being presented in this article.

Key words: Astrology, Horoscope, House, Planet, Lagna, Rasl; Lord, Aspect, Mantranu$!hana
& B[jamantra.

Introduction
Astrology means the art of predicting or determining the influence of the planets

and stars on human affairs. It gives guidelines about welfare not only to human being but
also to whole creation and also indicates about calamities and their solutions as possible
extent. The origin of this word is from Greek word astron, star + logos (discourse).
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A lot ofliterature is available on astrology related to medicine. So it is also essential
that a physician should study the astrology for medical purpose like prevention, health
care, diagnosis, treatment and its limitations. More research is essential in the lines of
Medical Astrology through astrological classics, which can help the medical science,
ultimately to the humanity.

Important aspects of astrology related to medicine
A horoscope is a chart of planetary position at a specific time, it consists twelve

houses. These houses rule over all the conceivable aspects of the life, including the
tendencies of the past lives and prospects for any future life also. The first house is
known as the Iagns.' It is the most important house of the horoscope. The remaining
houses are studied only as they are related to the /agna.' These twelve houses of the
horoscope rule over various parts of the body, related to the health and various diseases
in different organs or regions." So an astrologer must consider the following factors
while studying the birth-chart about health, probable diseases and their treatment.

I. Prevention 4. Diagnosis
2. Health care 5. Severity
3. Timing of disease occurrence 6. Treatment

1. Prevention
The planets those are harmful to the health should be propitiated by astrological

remedies as sacrament after birth in the early stage of life and childhood because
"prevention is better than cure". The harmful planets, which can create adverse effects
to the health, can be prevented through propitiation. The GalJdiinta-nak$atra-lianti-saIiJskara7
[sacrament for propitiation of evil nsksstrs (constellation)] in specific auspicious moment
according to the horoscope of the child eliminates afflictions of the infants those are
born in malefic nsksstrs (Jye$tha, Mil/a, Revsti, Asvim, AsJekhii and Maghii) for his healthy
and long life.

2. Health care
It is better for health and long life of the child that profitable factors like the /agna,

the Lord of the /agna, the Sun, the Moon, the Lord of the eighth house should also
propitiate from adverse effects in infancy for child welfare in the health and family
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welfare programmes. If harmful planets did not propitiate in infancy, then these adverse
factors can also be propitiated in future even when they cause some problems to the
person. An experienced astrologer can advise the astrological remedies in this situation.

3. Timing of disease occurrence
This is the strong area of an astrologer to predict a future illness. An astrologer

can able to indicate the time when a person is liable to fall ill with analysis of Vimsottsr:
dasa (which involves a cycle of 120 years) and Yogin) dasa (involving a cycle of 36
years). He may help in taking some preventive steps, especially the astrological precautions
and remedies to prevent the disease.

4. Diagnosis of the disease
A sound astrologer may diagnose about the nature of disease after examination of

horoscope of a person. But there is a need of research for specific diagnosis of diseases
through astrology with the help of medical science.

5. Severity of the disease
An efficient astrologer is able to indicate the severity and outcome of illness by

strength of adversely effected planets, houses and nsksstrs with a fair amount of accuracy,
some times better than the physician.

6. Treatment
The treatment of well-developed medical science is superior, more reliable and

easily available than any astrological remedies today. But astrology is also helpful when
adverse planetary influences indicate the incident of a disease in future dates, where as
medical science understandably has no clue about it. Then astrology may help in the
treatment by astrological remedial procedures, those apply for propitiations of planets.
Sometimes astrology can indicate surgical intervention is going to help or not and probable
time. An experienced astrologer is able to point out the diseased organ or region without
doubt, when the physician is finding it difficult to locate the site of illness.

Circumstances those are indicating good health
Various factors those are indicated for good health are available in Ayurveds and

Astrology also. Acarya Csrsks mentioned in Csrskessmhite that human life depends on
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comprehensive situation of body, mind and soul, I

Sattvamatma sarfraiica trsyemetsttridsndsvst.
Loksstistheti sariJyogattatra ssrvsm prstisthitsm. (Ca.Su.1I46)

The Sun is representative of soul", the Moon is representative of mind" and the
lagna is representative of body) in Astrology. So it is essential for health that the Sun, the
Moon, the lagna and the Lord of the lagna may be strong, associated with beneficial
effect and less with maleficent effect. It is also co-operative for health that Lord of the
sixth house or other malefic planets (the Sun, Mars, Saturn, Rshu or Ketu) are situated in
the sixth house, because health should be in better position without pathogenetic condition
in this conditional planetary situation.

Various factors those lead to good health are being mentioned below.

1. Strong /agna
The lagna is the most important factor of a horoscope that indicates the condition

of health of an individual.? Planets are only subservient to the lagna. The lagna is strong
in the following circumstances.

(a) Vsrgottsm« - The rasi(sign) rising in the lagna is the same as the Nsvsmsms« lagna
called Vargottems. Vsrgottems is a specific condition of strength.

(b) Occupation by the Lord of the /agna - The house prospers, when occupied by its
own Lord. 10 The lagna becomes strong, when occupied by its own Lord. It indicates
good health.

(c) Occupation by the friends of the Lord of the /agna - The lagna becomes strong,
when occupied by the friends of the Lord of the lagna, because a good friend helps
to prosper friend's house.

(d) Aspect by the Lord of the /agna - Aspect on the lagna by the Lord of the lagna is
better condition to increase strength of the lagna. It ensures good health.

(e) Aspect by the Jupiter- Aspect of the Jupiter is a most important beneficial condition
for any house or planet? So when Jupiter aspect on the lagna, it prospers strength
of the lagna and promotes health.

(f) Placement of nijayoga in the /agna- Rajayoga is combination of beneficial planets.

When rajayoga placed in the lagna, it prosper strength of the lagna and promotes
health.
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2. Strong Lord of the /agna

A house tends to prosper when its Lord is strong and well placed.' The Lord of
the lagna gains strength when it is situated in the following conditions.
(a) Varg6ttama - The Lord of the lagna when placed in the same sign in both the nISi

chart and the Nsvsmemss chart.
(b) The Lord of the /agna placed in exalted rasi

(c) The Lord of the /agna placed in Miilstrikoru: rasi

(d) The Lord of the lagna placed in its own house.
(e) The Lord of the lagna placed in the house of a friend.
(f) The Lord of the lagna placed in a Trine or a Quadrant.
(g) The Lord of the lagna aspect by Jupiter.
(h) The Lord of the lagna aspect by beneficial planets (Jupiter, Venus, Mercury, the

Moon)
(i) The Lord of the lagna aspect by friendly planets.
(j) The Lord of the lagna Associated with beneficial or friendly planets.
(k) The Lord of the lagna Participating in the formulation of rajayoga.

3. Subhakartari-Y6ga around the /agna or the Lord of the /agna

Any house or planet hemmed between beneficial planets tends to gain strength
and produce beneficial results. When beneficial planets occupy the second and the twelfth
positions from the lagna or the Lord of the Jagna, they produce good health."

4. Occupation by the strong Sun in the .lagna

The Sun is the God of health. When the Sun is situated in the lagna as unaffected
and strong in his position ensures good health.

5. Unaffected Moon

An unaffected strong Moon is also most important for good mental and physical
health.' Subhsksrtsri-yoge around the Moon is also positive factor for good physical and
mental health.
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6. Placement of the Lord of the sixth house or malefic planets in the sixth house
This is most important factor for good health that the Lord of the sixth house or

the malefic planets situated in the sixth house.' Because they could not produce illness,
when they are situated in the sixth house.

7. Placement of Saturn in the eighth house
Eighth house is the house of life. Saturn is the significator for longevity. When

Saturn is placed in the eighth house, it ensures good health and long life.

8. Strong Lord of the eighth house
When the Lord of the eighth house situated in strong position ensures good health.

Example of a healthy person's horoscope
A horoscope of healthy person presented here for example.

Birth-date - 22-01-1978 Birth-time - 07:00:00 A.M. Birth-place - Delhi, India

Lagna - Gemini ·27:01 :35
Sun - Gemini - 06:44:52
Moon - Sagittarius· 24:01:31
Mars - Leo . 10:52:06
Mercury - Gemini - 15:50:09
Jupiter - Gemini - 20:06:54
Venus - Cancer - 13:16:II
Saturn - Leo - 02:52:23
Rahu - Virgo - 07:54:40
Ketu - Pisces - 07:54:40

Factors those indicates good health in this horoscope are mentioned below.
I. Mercury, the Lord of the lagna is situated in the lagna in strong position.
2. The Sun is situated in the lagna.
3. The Sun is friend of the Lord of the Jagna.
4. Budhaditya yoga (rajayoga) is also increasing strength of the Jagna.
5. Aspect of full Moon on the lagna and the Lord of the lagna is also increasing strength

of the lagna.
6. Aspect of Jupiter and the Lord of the lagna increasing the strength of the Moon .
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7. Aspect of the Mars (Lord of the sixth house) on the sixth house is also a good
position for absence of the diseases for maintaining the health.

8. Malefic planets Mars and Saturn are situated in the 3rd house. It is also co-operative
situation for health.

Circumstances those lead to ill health
There are various factors those indicates ill health. Combinations for ill health are

opposite of those indicated good health also. The factors, those lead to ill health are being
concisely mentioned below.

1. Situation and association of the Lord of the sixth house
The Lord of the sixth house is most important factor for pathogenesis. Pathogenetic

condition develops by situation and nature of the Lord of the sixth house.' The Lord of
the sixth house creates disease in the representative organ of particular house.

(a) Where it is situated.
(b) Associated with the Lord of that house.

2. Situation of beneficial planets in the sixth house
The beneficial planets create disease, when they are situated in the sixth house by

their nature.' They develop disease in that particular organ, which is represented by
them.

3. Situation and association of the Lord of the eighth and the twelfth house
The Lord of the eighth and the twelfth house are also responsible for pathogenesis.'

They also create disease in the representative organ of that house where they are situated
or associated with the Lord of that house.

But the Sun, the Moon and the Lord of the lagna do not create disease, when that
is the Lord of the eighth house according to the Psrsssrs. If the Lord of the twelfth house
may be trine also, that does not create disease.'

4. Weak /agna

The weak lagna is most important factor for ill health.' The lagna becomes weak
in the following situations.

(a) Occupation by the malefic planets - The lagna becomes weak, when occupied by
the malefic planets. It is the indication of ill health.

L
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(b) Occupation by the enemies of the Lord of the Jagna - When the enemies of the
Lord of the lagna are situated in the lagna, it becomes weak by reverse effect of enemies.
(c) Aspect of the malefic planets - Aspect of the malefic planets on the Jagna is an
adverse effective situation. The lagna becomes weak by aspect of malefic planets.
(d) Presence of adverse yoga in the Jagna - When the adverse yoga is present in the
lagna, the Jagna becomes weak. It causes ill health.

5. Weak Lord of the Jagna
Weakness of the Lord of the lagna is also most important cause for ill health."

When the Lord of the lagna becomes weak, it is a great indication of ill health. The Lord
of the lagna becomes weak in following circumstances.

(a) Debilitation- When the Lord of the lagna is debilitated, it is a symbol of weakness.
A debilitated Lord of the lagna is responsible cause for ill health.'

(b) Combustion- When planets close to the Sun tend to lose their strength and vitality
and are considered to be combust. A combust planet loses its capacity to do well and
produce adverse results.' It is also specific sign of illness when the Lord of the lagna is
combust.

(c) Retrogression - The planets become retrograde when they appear to move in a
reverse direction during their movement. A retrograde planet produces unexpected results
and generally adverse for health.' The retrograde Lord of the lagna is also specific cause
of illness.

(d) Occupied an adverse house like the 6th or the 8th or the 12th - The sixth, the eighth
and the twelfth houses are particularly adverse for health.' So when the Lord of the lagna
occupies one of these houses, it becomes weak and it is a specific indication for ill
health.

(e) Association with the malefic planets - When the Lord of the lagna associated with
the malefic planets, it becomes weak by adverse effect of the malefic planets.

(0 Aspect by the malefic planets - When the Lord of the lagna aspect by the malefic
planets, it is a cause for sickness due to weakness of the Lord of the Jagna.

(g) Placement in the house of an enemy - When a planet placed in the house of an
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enemy, it becomes weak. So placement of the Lord of the lagna in the house of an enemy
is also an indication of sickness.
6. Papakartari-yogff around the Jagna or the Lord of the Jagna

Presence of the malefic planets in the 2nd and the 12th house from the lagna or the
Lord of the lagna is called pspskertsri-yog« It is also clear indication for ill health.

7. Affected Moon- Affected Moon is adverse for mental and physical health also. The
Moon affects when it is.
(a) Debilitated.
(b) Affected by the malefic planets with association or aspect.
(c) Pspsksrtsri-yoge around it.
(d) Harmful placement of the Moon.

8. Weak Sun
The Sun is the God of health. So good position of the Sun is necessary for sound

health. But when it becomes weak, it is very negative and harmful situation for health
and a clear indication of sickness. The Sun becomes weak when it is.
(a) Debilitated.
(b) Affected by the malefic and enemy planets (specially Saturn, RahiJ and Ketu) with
association or aspect).
(c) Pspekertsri-yog» around it.
(d) Harmful placement of the Sun.

9. Absence of the malefic planets in the 3rd or the 6th house
Absence of the malefic planets in the 3rd or the 6th house is a very weak point for

health, which must be neutralized by other beneficial combinations to ensure good health.'

10. Weak Lord of the eighth house

Strong Lord of the eighth house is good for health. But weak and adverse affected
Lord of the eighth house indicates ill health.

Adverse affected planets those are situated in the lagna create diseases in the
following organs or dtuitu (bodily elements)."
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Table-I

SI. Planets III organs or dtuitu, when III organ or diuitu, when
No. adversely affected planets adversely affected Lord of

situated in the Jagna (but that the Jagna situated in the
is not the Lord of the Jagna ) Jagna

I. Sun Eyes, Heart, Bones Bones

2. Moon Mind, Lungs, Blood Blood

3. Mars Muscles, Marrow Muscles

4. Mercury Voice, Hearing, Skin Skin

5. Jupiter Abdomen. Intestine, Liver, Fat Fat

6. Venus Eyes, Urine, Semen Semen

7. Saturn Feet, Nerve Nerve

If the Lord of the Jagna placed in debilitation sign and the Jagna or the Lord of the
Jagna malformed, it produce following diseases.'

Table-II
SI. Lagna Lord of Debilitation Placement Diseases
No. the Jagna sign in the house
I. MC$a (Aries) Mars Cancer Fourth Diseases of heart

and lungs

2. Vrsa (Taurus) Venus Virgo Fifth Diseases of
abdomen

3. Mithuna (Gemini) Mercury Pisces Tenth Stabbing
pain in knee

4. Karka (Cancer) Moon Scorpio Fifth Dropsy

S. Sitiihs (Leo) Sun Libra Third Diseases of ear

6. Kanya (Virgo) Mercury Pisces Seventh Diseases of urine
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7. Tufa (Libra) Venus Virgo Twelfth Diseases of eyes

8. Vrsciks (Scorpio) Mars Cancer Ninth Wounds
on hips or thigh

9. Dhanu (Sagittarius) Jupiter Capricorn Second Diseases of mouth

10. Makara (Capricorn) Saturn Aries Fourth Diseases of heart

11. Kumbha (Aquarius) Saturn Aries Third Diseases of throat and

trachea

12. Mina (Pisces) Jupiter Capricorn Eleventh Diseases of ear,
filaria etc.

Astrological Indications for cure and recovery
Astrology indicates, when disease wiIJ be cured, whether it will be recovered or

not. The following factors indicate about cure or recovery from ill health.

1. Strong Jagna and strong Lord of the Jagna - The Jagna is the single most important
factor in the maintenance of the health. The strong lagna and the strong Lord of the lagna
ensure recovery from diseases.'

2. Strong Lord of the 6th house- The strength of the sixth house and its Lord indicate
good body resistance and recovery from illness.

3. Favourable dasa - Favourable mahadasa (major period), antardasa (sub-period) and
prstysntardsss (sub-sub period) ensure recovery from illness. The concept of the
subsequent dasa is result orientated." When a disease producing dasa is operating, if the
subsequent dasa is favourable, it indicates recovery. If the subsequent dasa is
unfavourable, it indicates no recovery and further complications also. When several
subsequent daM are adverse one after the other, recovery is very difficult.

4. Favourable transits- When transits specially Jupiter, Saturn and Rahu indicate good
results, recovery from disease occurs.

5. Jupiter's aspect- Jupiter is most potent natural beneficial planet. When it aspects the
Lord of dasa in the birth chart or during its transit, it is the best indication about recovery
by aspect of Jupiter. 2
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Example of curable patient's horoscope
Horoscope of the patient, who is suffering from Giant-cell-tumor in left knee, is

presented here for example.
Birth-date -12.11.1968 Birth-time - 20.05.00 P.M. Birth-place - Warangal, A.P., India

Lagna - Gemini - 04:56:02
Sun - Libra - 26:52:12
Moon - Cancer - 18: 10:21
Mars - Virgo - 08:37:37
Mercury - Libra - 12:56:55
Jupiter -Virgo -06:01:16
Venus - Sagittarius - 03:48:26
Saturn - Pisces - 26:34:05
Rahu - Pisces -15:33:34
Keto - Virgo -15:33:34

Indications of the knee-disease in this birth-chart
(I) The Lord of the IO'" house (Jupiter) is affected with the Lord of the 6th house (Mars)
and Ketu in the 4th house. Aspect of Mars on the l O" house is also harmful. So it is an
indication of knee-disease.

(2) The Lord of the 8th house (Saturn) and Rehu are placed in the IO" house. It is the
indication of knee-joint pain. So this person had felt pain in knee joint during the Vimsottsri
dasa of Venus-Jupiter-Mars during the period of 06.08.2003 - 10.10.2003.

Indications of cure
(1) The aspect of Jupiter (the Lord of the 10mhouse) on the 10mhouse is a best curable factor.
(2) Saturn is situated in the tenth house with association of Rshu. So it is also a better
situation for cure according to the principle 'Sthiinavrddhlkaral; sanil;.
(3) This patient is cured by operation on 20.04.2006, during the vimsottsri dasii of Venus-
Saturn-Riihu during the period of 12.04.2006-14.09.2006. Because Rshu is significant
for surgery and it is situated in the l O" house.
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Example of non-curable patient's horoscope
A horoscope of the patient who is suffering from heart disease is presented here

for example.
Birth-date - 03.07.1947 Birth-time - 00: 15:00 A.M. Birth-place - Sirsaganj, U.P., India

Lagna
Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury

- Pisces -20:40:20
-Gemini - 16:54:57
- Sagittarius -09:41:51
- Taurus -08:03:0l
- Cancer -03:56:61

Jupiter - Libra -24:50:49
Venus - Taurus -29:50:28
Saturn - Cancer -15:01:50
R/ihu - Taurus -08:56:48
Ketu - Scorpio-08:56:48

Indications of heart disease in this birth-chart
(1) The Sun, the fourth house, the fifth house, the Cancer and the Leo are significant for
heart disease.
(2) The Sun as the Lord of the sixth house is situated in the fourth house.
(3) The Lord of the lagna is situated in the eighth house.
(4) So this person has affected with heart disease during the period of R/ihu-Mercury

( 13.05.2000-18.06.2002).
(5) This person had suffered with heart attack in march-2004 during the period of
Rshu- Venus (19.12.2003-18.12.2006) because Venus is the Lord of the eighth house. It
is also enemy of the Jupiter that is the Lord of the lagna.
(6) During this period Saturn was transited in the fourth house where the Sun is
situated in the birth-chart.
(7) Jupiter (the Lord of the lagna) was also transited in the sixth house at that time.

Indications of recovery
(1) The patient had recovered after operation because the Lord of the mah/idas/i (R/ihu)

and the Lord of the sntsrdsss (Venus) were affected with association of Mars.
(2) Aspect of Jupiter (Lord of the lagna) on fourth house in the birth-chart is also
beneficial situation for recovery. Jupiter is the Lord of the lagna in this chart, so its
aspect is most important and more beneficial.
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Indications of re-occurrence
Re-occurrence of the disease can be expected during the period of Sun antardasa

(18.12.2006-12.11.2007) in Rahu mshedss«. So astrological remedies are assential to
prevent re-occurence.

Principles of astrological remedies for health care
There are diverse types of remedies described in astrologicalliterature for health

care. The mentrenusthsne (Vedic-hymn or sacrificial formula with the order of performing
religious ceremonies)", wearing a particular gem or drug, charity and bath with medicines
by particular way, those are prescribed by an experienced astrologer are most important
for health care.

The Sun is the God of health. So Surysnameskera (adoration of the Sun)" at the
time of Sunrise, arghya (to offer libation to the rising Sun with water), prayer to the Sun
and msntrsnusthsne of bIjamantra (a mystical syllable of a mantra)6 of the Sun are several
most important methods for health care to everybody.

The lagna is representative of body. So wearing the gem or medicine which related
to the Lord of the lagna is most effective for good health. Mentrtinusthtine of bijamantra
of the Lord of the lagna is most important for sound health. These remedies increase
resistance, improve health and also cure diseases. So details are presented in the following
(III & IV) tables.

Wearable gem" and medicine according to the Lord of the Jagna

Table-III
51. Lagna Lord of Wearable Wearable medicineNo. the Jagna gem
1. Aries Mars Coral Anantamiila (Root of Hemidesmus indicus R.Br.)
2. Taurus Venus Diamond Maiiji;;rhamiila (Rubia cordi folia Linn.)
3. Gemini Mercury Emerald Vidtirikandamiila (Pueraria tuberosa D. C.)
4. Cancer Moon Pearl Ksirinimuls (Root of Manilkara hexandra Roxb.)
5. Leo Sun Ruby Bilvsmiils (Root of Aegle marmelos Corr.)
6. Virgo Mercury Emerald Vidsrtkendsmals (Pueraria tuberosa D. C.)
7. Libra Venus Diamond Maii}i;;thamiiJa(Rubia cordifolia Linn.)
8. Scorpio Mars Coral Anantamiila (Root of Hemidesmus indicus R. Br.)
9. Sagittarius Jupiter Topaz KadalimiiJa (Root of Musa paradisiaca Linn.)
10. Capricorn Saturn Sapphire Bicchubiitimuls (Root of Girardinia heterophylla

Decne.)
11. Aquarius Saturn Sapphire Bicchubiitimiils (Root of Girardinia heterophylla

Decne.)
12. Pisces Jupiter Topaz KadaJimiila (Root of Musa paradisiaca Linn.)
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Principles of astrological remedies for treatment of diseases
There are several methods described in astrological and Vedic literature for curable

diseases. The msntrsnusthsns is the best method for cure. Because disease-producer-
planet does not create disease after pacification by msntrsnustluins of Vedic-hymn or
bfjamantra. So patient should repeat Vedic-hymn or bfjamantra daily by systematic
procedure prescribed by astrologer and well-versed in Vedic-hymn till the disease is
cured.

Procedure of mantranu$!hana
The patient should perform zsze (mutering prayers, repeating in a murmuring tone

passages from scripture or charms or names of a diety)" of Vedic-hymn or bfjamantra in
certain number with meditation and worship of disease-producer-planet. Then he should
perform the havana (ceremony in which oblations are offered through the Fire God)
with the havana-samidhii(fire-wood that is used as fuel in sacrificial fire) by ahuti(offering
oblation with fire to the deities)" of disease-producer-planet in one-tenth part of japa.
Then he should offer terpene (a particular ceremony performed with a magical mantra
with libation of water)" in one-tenth part of havana. Then he should do msrjsns (purification)
in one-tenth part of terpene. Then he should feed brshmsns (who have divine knowledge)"
in one-tenth part of mariana. It is the best procedure for pacification of disease-producer-
planets.

So bijamentrs', havana- ssmidiui", number of jap3' (four times in KaJiyuga), number
of ahut!, number of terpene", number of maIjana8, number of brahma(13' for feeding are
mentioned in following table-IV for appeasement of adverse affected planets due to
method of msntrsnusthsne.

Bljamantra of the planets, havana-samidha and number of
japa, havana, tarpapa, marjens and feeding of brahmapa

I. Sun OIiJ

ghr(1Ji)
surysy«
nemsh

Arka
[Calotropis
procera
(Ait) R.Br.]

Table-IV
Number Number Number Number Number
of japa of ahuti of of of

in tarpapa mtirjen« brahmapa
ha vana for feeding

28000 2800 280 28 3

S1. Planet Bijamsntrs Havana-
No. ssmidbe
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2. Moon Om som Pslsss 44000 4400 440 44 5
somsys [Butea
nsmsh monosperma

(Lam.)
Kuntze.]

3. Mars Om am Khadjra 40000 4000 400 40 4
aiJgarakaya [Acacia
namah catechu Linn.

(f.) Willd.J

4. Mercury Om bum Apsmsrgs 36000 3600 360 36 4
budhsys [Achyranthes
nsmsh aspera Linn.]

5. Jupiter Om brm Asvstths 76000 7600 760 76 8
brbsspstsy« [Ficus
nsmsh religiosa Linn.]

6. Venus Om sum Udumbara 64000 6400 640 64 7
sukraya [Ficus
nsmsh glome rata

Roxb.]
7. Saturn Om sam Sami 92000 9200 920 92 10

sanms"araya [Prosopis
nsmsh cinerana

Druce.]
8. Riihu Om ram Diirvs 72000 7200 720 72 8

rahave [Cynodon
nemsh dactylon

(Linn.) Pers.]
9. Ketu Om kem Kuss 68000 6800 680 68 7

ketave [Desmostachya
nsmsh bipinnata Stapf.]

Suggestions
A lot of literature is available on Astrology as medicine. But author has presented

concisely in this article for introduction. Author wants to discuss more details on each
topic related to medical aspects on Astrology on series of articles. A lot of research work
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should be carried out for advancement of Medical Astrology. Author presumes that Medical
Astrology may help the medical science after some research work on astrological and
medical literature both simultaneously. Author is hopeful that Medical Astrology will be a
good therapeutic branch of medical science in 21 SI century.
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